
Shape Up! 5 Enhance the homepage formatting 
In this exercise, you’ll use the CSS box model to add spacing, borders, and backgrounds 
to the Shape Up! home page that you formatted in Chapter 4. When you’re through, the 
page should look similar to the illustration below. 
 

 
  



 

Setup & Preparations  
1. Create a new folder inside your assignment folder (digits) and name it shape_up5 
2. Copy and paste all the contents of the shape_up4 into it.   

 

First, get rid of the lousy looking logo  
Please excuse my negative tone, but I can tell that the logo was probably created in the first edition of the 
textbook and never updated. I can tell from the poor quality and jagged edges. You will create a new logo 
and save as a small size in order to fit it on the page.  

Criteria:  

1) The width must be exactly 150px wide, and no more than 150px tall, 2) It must have a transparent 
background, and 3) it must be saved as a .PNG file.  

 

Specifications for Creating   
1. Replace your logo with the existing one.  
2. Format the body of the page so it’s 900px wide, has a #4682B4 border with a black shadow. Also, 

center it in the browser window. 
3. Add a #4682B4 border below the header, add a #4682B4 background to the footer. Also, change the 

color of the footer text to white. 
4. Add a gradient to the header. The gradient should range from #ffffff at the top to #b0c4de at the 

bottom. Note that #b0c4de is a light steel blue color. 
5. Adjust the margins and padding for the elements on the page so it looks as shown above. They don’t 

have to be exact, but you should use what you’ve learned in the chapter to make good decisions.  

 

Specifications for Submitting  
1. Create a hyperlink on your assignment page for the Chapter 5 listing to your case study.  

 
2. Upload your entire “assignment folder” by dragging it to the www folder in your account.  

 
3. Check your web address and the page’s links to be sure that everything works.  

http://yourUserName.stu.cofc.edu/yourAssignmentFolderWithTheDigits 

 

Due Date  
February 22nd by 8pm   
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